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1               Without regard to whether you

2 recall your prior testimony, you still believe

3 sitting here today that WordPerfect was

4 encouraged to develop a great product for Windows

5 going back as far as the 1980s, I believe you

6 said?

7 A      Absolutely.

8        Q      What do you base that belief on?

9 A      A couple of things.  First of all, we

10 always believed very strongly that the value of

11 the operating environment was in good measure --

12 or in good part measured by the large number of

13 applications products available, especially

14 people beyond Microsoft, because for any

15 operating system vendor, if they do applications,

16 they're only going to be able to do a limited

17 amount of what people would want.  So from the

18 earliest days of my being at Microsoft, I recall

19 that our strategy was to encourage ISVs to

20 develop their software products on our operating

21 systems and to take advantage of the operating

22 systems.  And that was something that was always

23 important for me to understand, because I worked

24 in the applications business and it was important

25 for me to understand that -- that all of the
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1 other players in the marketplace were going to

2 have access to the operating environment and they

3 were going to be able to do great products and we

4 were going to have to succeed on the merits of

5 our products.  So that's one particular thing.

6               The second thing is I do remember

7 having conversations with various people in the

8 industry, including Pete Peterson of WordPerfect,

9 where in fact I believe it was probably the

10 Software Publisher's Conference in 1987 would be

11 my best recollection, where I explained -- where

12 Pete -- Pete shared some of his views on the

13 Windows operating environment and the

14 relationship competition with Microsoft, and I

15 shared my view, which was that the key thing that

16 they needed to do in order to be successful was

17 to really bet on Windows, but that their

18 hesitance to do that would ultimately be the

19 thing that would open the door for us.  And I had

20 a hallway conversation at that conference with

21 Pete in 1987, and so that's why my recollection

22 that it goes back into the 1980s is very clear.

23        Q      In 1987 you were working on the

24 products side at Microsoft; is that correct?

25 A      That would be correct, yes.
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1        Q      And you were specifically involved

2 in developing business applications such as word

3 processors; is that correct?

4 A      Yes, that's correct.

5        Q      Pete Peterson at WordPerfect was

6 your competitor at the time?

7 A      He was a -- you can say he was a

8 competitor, you can say he was a partner, as they

9 were one of the people who supported our

10 operating systems, and we thought of our other

11 companies in the industry who supported our

12 operating system products as a partner.  And he

13 was a colleague, we were both on the Software

14 Publishers Association board of directors.

15        Q      In the applications business where

16 you worked --

17 A      Uh-huh.

18        Q      -- at the time of the conversation

19 in 1987, Pete and WordPerfect were your

20 competitors, correct?

21 A      In the -- you know, obviously as a

22 Microsoft leader I had multiple hats.  So in the

23 hat of the applications business, I think it is

24 fair to say I was more a competitor.  In the hat

25 of Microsoft leader, which was an important part
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1 of my responsibility and part of the reason I was

2 on the Software Publishers Association board,

3 then he was more of a partner and somebody that I

4 would be encouraging of supporting our operating

5 environment.

6        Q      What do you mean when you say that

7 you at times in 1987 wore the hat of a Microsoft

8 leader?

9 A      Uh-huh.  Well, as an example, if the

10 company selected me to be its representative for

11 the Software Publisher's Association, I didn't

12 serve on the board just for my narrow part of

13 Microsoft, I was serving on the board as a

14 representative of all of Microsoft.  And so I

15 just think that's an example of where, at my

16 level in the organization, I had to think very

17 broadly about my responsibility to the company.

18        Q      Do you recall whether anyone else

19 from Microsoft participated in this conversation

20 with Mr. Peterson in 1987?

21 A      I don't recall.  I think so, but I don't

22 recall.

23        Q      Do you recall whether anyone else

24 from WordPerfect participated in your

25 conversation with Mr. Peterson in 1987?
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1 traffic.

2        Q      Was Windows 95 a paradigm shift?

3 A      Um, I -- maybe paradigm shift maybe, maybe

4 big paradigm shift.  I think if you asked the

5 product manager for Windows 95, he'd say, "Well,

6 of course."  And maybe if you ask the Office

7 applications guy, "Yeah, mostly."  I mean, you

8 know, those are paradigm shifts.  Even historians

9 looking at history are matters of opinion, so I

10 would say it was sometimes -- somewhere in

11 between many and full paradigm shift, in

12 particular because it represented quite a

13 significant advance in the user experience of the

14 operating environment, and so pretty big.

15        Q      And if I understand your testimony

16 correctly, the Window s 95 launch therefore

17 presented one of these opportunities for a market

18 laggard to improve its position; is that correct?

19 A      I think potentially it would -- again to

20 my earlier comment to you, I think it would have

21 provided the opportunity for somebody who was --

22 was a market laggard as well as somebody who was

23 a leader as well as somebody who wants to do an

24 add on product.  It provided opportunities for

25 lots of people.
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1        Q      Essentially all the market

2 participants in, say, word processing had an

3 opportunity to improve their position depending

4 on the strength of their products; is that

5 correct?

6 A      That's -- that would have been my -- yeah,

7 that would have been my -- that would be my best

8 recollection, you know.  Keep in mind that --

9 that market dynamics change, and so if -- you can

10 improve your position in standalone word

11 processing, but if standalone word processing

12 isn't generally how customers want to buy

13 anymore, then you may not improve your position

14 that much, but you can still improve your

15 position.

16        Q      Let me just refine my question a

17 little bit.  Was the launch of Windows 95 an

18 opportunity for all the market participants to

19 compete to improve their position in the office

20 suites market?

21 A      That would be my recollection.

22        Q      Paragraph 9, you use the term

23 "Airbox."  Any recollection what that was?

24 A      I -- a vague -- a vague recollection which

25 made borderline on estimate.  But I think one of
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1 saying, uh-huh.

2        Q      Now your next sentence says, "But

3 also important is the fact that this software is

4 heavily valued by the actual users."

5 A      Uh-huh.

6        Q      This software also refers to

7 Microsoft's office productivity applications; is

8 that correct?

9 A      I believe -- yes, I think that's right.

10        Q      Then the next sentence says, "If we

11 own the key 'franchises' built on top of the

12 operating system, we dramatically widen the

13 'moat,'" I'll break off there because I want to

14 ask you first about the franchises.

15 A      Okay.

16        Q      That also is a reference to

17 Microsoft's own applications business, is it not?

18 A      Yes, in this case I think that's right.

19        Q      Now --

20 A      I think it's also true that you can have

21 an operating system where you have key franchises

22 that are committed to the operating system and

23 that that is very important to the support,

24 value, perception of the operating environment.

25 In this case I believe I was referring to
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1 Microsoft Office, it's a broader concept.

2        Q      You wrote, "If we own the key

3 'franchises'" -- by which you were referring to

4 Microsoft Office -- "built on top of the

5 operating system, we dramatically widen the

6 'moat' that protects the operating system

7 business."  Do you see that?

8 A      I see that, uh-huh.

9        Q      Is the word "moat" also taken from

10 the book The Making of an American Capitalist?

11 A      I believe that's right.  I think that's a

12 concept that Warren has articulated.

13        Q      How is the word moat used in the

14 book?

15 A      I don't -- again I didn't go back and look

16 at the book, but my recollection would be that,

17 you know, it's one of those things where you

18 create an advantage that encourages your

19 customers to stick with you.

20        Q      Okay.  And here you're saying that

21 the advantage is ownership of Microsoft Office,

22 correct?

23 A      I think what I'm saying here is that the

24 success of Microsoft Office, meaning the customer

25 appeal of Microsoft Office, encourages people to
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1 want to have the Windows operating system.

2        Q      And that --

3 A      That encourages the success of the

4 operating system business.  There's a so-called

5 synergy there that I think is valuable in

6 business.

7        Q      And to use your own words as

8 written here, that synergy "protects the

9 operating system business"; is that correct?

10 A      Yes, I think what I -- to be specific, I

11 think what I'm saying is that if -- if you have

12 great applications on the operating system that

13 customers really value, of course that's what

14 would make them great, that will encourage the

15 success of the operating system business.  So any

16 operating system vendor is going to want to have

17 great applications on their -- their operating

18 system.  This particular example is -- is -- is

19 nice in that -- that you know that the Microsoft

20 Office group is committed to Windows, you know,

21 so that gives you a little bit of additional

22 security and synergy.

23        Q      Okay.  Now going down to the next

24 paragraph, you write, "We hope to make a lot of

25 money off these franchises, but even more
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1 use of the computer, you'd want to make sure that

2 you had some -- some good things that encouraged

3 people to use your computer for that.  So I think

4 that's what I was saying there.

5        Q      Okay, so you're saying there that

6 you hope to make money off of those franchises as

7 you just described them, and additionally those

8 franchises will protect the Windows royalty; is

9 that correct?

10 A      In the same sense that I mention above,

11 which is when you have great application value

12 that encourages your customer to want to use the

13 operating system, that helps to further the

14 success of the operating system.

15        Q      Now in your next paragraph down,

16 the first sentence says -- the first sentence

17 says, "So I don't really see our business as

18 being significantly more difficult to understand

19 than the other great businesses you've invested

20 in."  Do you see that?

21 A      Uh-huh, I do.

22        Q      Did you believe that statement to

23 be true when you wrote it?

24 A      You bet.  I mentioned this to you earlier.

25        Q      Yeah.  You go on to say two
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1 businesses like Coca Cola and See's and others

2 that didn't have those types of characteristics.

3        Q      Didn't you describe to Mr. Buffett

4 right here in this e-mail the way to widen the

5 moat?

6 A      In the context of a Microsoft or computer

7 industry model, I described that, and then I drew

8 the conclusion that even if you can widen the

9 moat, it will never be as wide as the kind of

10 width he would like.

11        Q      And your way to widen the moat, as

12 articulated to Mr. Buffett, was to own the key

13 franchises built on top of the operating system;

14 isn't that correct?

15 A      That was an element of that.  I mean in

16 the -- you know, again, as I said at the very

17 front end what you're trying to do is you're

18 trying to reduce things to their essence, and

19 especially in this particular context which is

20 explaining elements of our business model, what

21 you're doing is you're trying to create lots of

22 application value on top of the operating

23 environment.  The more application value on top

24 of the operating environment as compared to

25 competitive operating environments, the more
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1 you're advantage.  To the extent that you are

2 developing some of that application value, that's

3 even a little bit better because you have the

4 certainty that you're going to be able to push

5 that forward and you have that benefit of

6 synergy.  But as I've explained during the day,

7 that the way in which you have successful

8 business and successful customer advantage is

9 that broad concept of application value on top of

10 a great operating environment.

11        Q      The extra element -- strike that.

12 Did you explain any of that here in the e-mail to

13 Mr. Buffett?

14 A      As it was, I was probably trying to keep

15 the e-mail a little short.  I think I said up

16 front, "I apologize in advance for this being a

17 long note."

18        Q      Do you anywhere here mention any

19 contribution of ISV applications to the moat

20 around the operating system?

21 A      I don't recall.  I can go back in the memo

22 and see if I can see that.  I may have done that,

23 I may not have.  I allude to it a little bit in

24 the first paragraph on this same page, although I

25 don't make it explicit.  I talk about, "The
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1 this book to the extent you can recall --

2 A      Okay.

3        Q      -- to the extent you see them

4 stated here.

5 A      Fair enough.  And I think I pretty clearly

6 explained that what I took away was that he liked

7 businesses that have the security of the profit

8 stream over a period of time.

9        Q      Okay.  Let's turn to page 253,

10 please.

11 A      Okay.  Great.

12        Q      Here we're talking about the famous

13 Mrs. B --

14 A      Yes.

15        Q      -- in your very own Omaha.

16 A      Uh-huh.

17        Q      If we go down to the third full

18 paragraph, it states, "From Buffett's vantage,

19 the stores had similar strengths.  Each enjoyed a

20 competitive 'moat' that kept competitors at bay."

21 Do you see that?

22 A      I see that.

23        Q      From your own reading of this book,

24 do you understand that a moat is something that

25 keeps competitors at bay?
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1 A      That's what the author says here.  You

2 know, I do think that if you have developed a

3 good position of customer value and customer --

4 and an advantage with your customers, it -- it is

5 tougher for competitors to take your position

6 away, so that's how I internalized the concept.

7        Q      In the parenthetical it refers to

8 Buffett's hatred of competition, do you see that?

9 A      Yeah.

10        Q      Is Buffett's hatred of competition

11 part of what you learned of Buffett's analysis of

12 businesses and their strengths?

13               MR. HOLLEY:  Object to the form of

14        the question.

15               THE WITNESS:  No.  I mean, it --

16        yes, it's kind of a strange phrase to me

17        reading it now.  I mean Warren is a --

18        he's a competitive guy, I think Warren

19        likes competition so -- and I think he

20        enjoys the competition of business.  So I

21        do think that's probably a bit of a

22        strange term or phrase.

23        Q      The last sentence of the paragraph

24 we've been looking at states, "And nobody could

25 take on the Furniture Mart without a very
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